Prediction of liquid chromatographic retention for differentiation of structural isomers.
A liquid chromatography (LC) retention time prediction software, ACD/ChromGenius, was employed to calculate retention times for structural isomers, which cannot be differentiated by accurate mass measurement techniques alone. For 486 drug compounds included in an in-house database for urine drug screening by liquid chromatography/quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC/Q-TOFMS), a retention time knowledge base was created with the software. ACD/ChromGenius calculated retention times for compounds based on the drawn molecular structure and given chromatographic parameters. The ability of the software for compound identification was evaluated by calculating the retention order of the 118 isomers, in 50 isomer groups of 2-5 compounds each, included in the database. ACD/ChromGenius predicted the correct elution order for 68% (34) of isomer groups. Of the 16 groups for which the isomer elution order was incorrectly calculated, two were diastereomer pairs and thus difficult to distinguish using the software. Correlation between the calculated and experimental retention times in the knowledge base tested was moderate, r(2)=0.8533. The mean and median absolute errors were 1.12 min, and 0.84 min, respectively, and the standard deviation was 1.04 min. The information generated by ACD/ChromGenius, together with other in silico methods employing accurate mass data, makes the identification of substances more reliable. This study demonstrates an approach for tentatively identifying compounds in a large target database without a need for primary reference standards.